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Boating
Cindy Bentley
This unique book provides a fully revised and up-to-date treatment of the TTCN-3
language TTCN-3 is an internationally standardised test language with a powerful
textual syntax which has established itself as a global, universal testing language.
Application of TTCN-3 has been widened beyond telecommunication systems to
areas such as the automotive industry, internet protocols, railway signalling,
medical systems, and avionics. An Introduction to TTCN-3 gives a solid introduction
to the TTCN-3 language and its uses, guiding readers though the TTCN-3
standards, methodologies and tools with examples and advice based on the
authors' extensive real-world experience. All the important concepts and
constructs of the language are explained in a step-by-step, tutorial style, and the
authors relate the testing language to the overall test system implementation,
giving the bigger picture. This second edition of the book has been updated and
revised to cover the additions, changes and extensions to the TTCN-3 language
since the first version was published. In addition, this book provides new material
on the use of XML, test framework design and LTE testing with TTCN-3. Key
Features: Provides a fully revised and up-to-date look at the TTCN-3 language
Addresses language standardization, tool implementation and applying TTCN-3 in
real world scenarios such as VoIP and LTE testing Explores recent advances such
as TTCN-3 core language extensions on type parameterization, behavior types, real
time and performance testing Introduces the use of ASN.1 and XML with TTCN-3
Written by experts in the field Includes an accompanying website containing code
samples and links to the relevant standards documents
(www.wiley.com/go/willcock_ttcn-3_2e) This book is an ideal reference for test
engineers, software developers, and standards professionals. Graduate students
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studying telecommunications and software engineering will also find this book
insightful.

Presentation S.O.S.
SELOC Marine tune-up and repair manuals provide the most comprehensive,
authoritative information available for outboard, inboard and stern-drive engines,
as well as personal watercraft. SELOC has been the leading source of how-to
information for the marine industry since 1974. Designed and written to serve the
needs of the professional mechanic, do-it-yourself boat enthusiast, instructor and
student, these manuals are based on actual teardowns done by Seloc's
editors/authors in our on-site facility. Every manual features: -Easy-to-follow, stepby-step, illustrated procedures -Hundreds of exploded drawings, photographs and
tables -Troubleshooting sections -Accurate specifications and wiring diagrams
Covers all engines and drive units, including transmissions. Includes carbureted
and fuel injected engines. Over 1,000 illustrations.

London Goes to Sea
The Force will be with you. Always. Experience the original Star Wars trilogy in a
whole new way with this cinestory comic collection of the original trilogy. The
galaxy far, far away comes to life in cinestory comic adaptations using highresolution images and the final shooting scripts from Star Wars: A New Hope, Star
Wars: The Empire Strikes Back, and Star Wars: Return of the Jedi.

Watching for Mermaids
Even the most well designed boats will suffer from wear and tear due to normal
use on the water. Whilst accidents are less common, they too can result in damage
which needs to be repaired on the spot. Highly illustrated, with step by step
instructions, this book equips the reader with the vital 'first aid' skills he needs to
make temporary repairs until he can get back to harbour. The Boat Repair Bible
helps anyone who owns a boat to develop essential repair skills in the areas where
problems most commonly arise. The section on hull and deck repairs covers
fibreglass, wood, steel and ferro-cement hulls, and shows the reader how to deal
with everything from leaks to impact damage, and much, much more. This section
also covers domestic repairs, such as repairing upholstery, and troubleshooting
problems with the heads. Amongst the many other techniques described, the
section on general mechanics includes instructions on how to fix problems with a
split fuel/water tank and leaking hydraulics, whilst the section on electrical repairs
explains how to trace loose connections, replace damaged wiring and fix
navigation instruments. The myriad of issues that can arise with the engine are
covered in great detail, from how to deal with water in the fuel system to replacing
the propeller and its shaft. From basic skills in safety, surveying and the use of
tools, to advanced instructions on how to replace an engine, The Boat Repair Bible
is as comprehensive as it is invaluable. With repairs specific to powerboats,
sailboats, dinghies and outboards, it is a book no boat owner can afford not to own.

The Family Guide to Aging Parents
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The full story and complete reference guide for the iconic Saab 900

The Rigging Handbook
Early in 1892, one of Norway's finest boat builders launched a sailing legend. Over
100 years later Shane Granger and Meggi Macoun were peacefully enjoying a
siesta when the great tsunami of 2004 changed their lives forever. With thousands
of people desperately in need, they loaded their boat with donated food and
medical supplies then set sail for Sumatra. That voyage was the beginning of a riproaring real life sea tale complete with storms, adventures, exotic tropical islands,
and heart-rending drama. Come feel the wind, smell the riggers tar, and taste the
salt in this tale of a century old wooden sailing boat and her crew of intrepid
adventurers as they take up their yearly 7,500-mile journey to deliver over 25 tons
of educational and medical supplies to some of our world's most remote island
communities. About the Author SHANE GRANGER (1948 - until his luck runs out)
has been in love with the sea since he was seven years old. Having worked as a
radio DJ, advertising photographer, boat builder, director of museum ship
restoration, and bush pilot, he has always come back to the sea. Shane has sailed
thousands of miles solo, most of that on a square-rigged brigantine he salvaged
from a beach in West Africa - a vessel he once single-handedly sailed across the
Atlantic without a functioning rudder. After walking across the Sahara Desert, and
being kidnapped by bandits in Afghanistan, his greatest ambition in life is to find a
comfortable niche where he can enjoy the healthy benefits of monotony and
boredom. He currently lives on an ancient wooden sailing boat with his partner
Meggi Macoun and their cat Scourge.

Braxton Bragg
Combining and updating the Rigger's Apprentice and Rigger's Locker, this book
addresses modern materials and technology while remaining true to rigging's best
traditional principles and practices. It is a book which should appeal to anyone who
wants the satisfaction and cash savings of stepping their own mast, inspecting and
maintaining their own rig and tuning their own tailsplices and wire eyesplices.

The Classic Saab 900
"1701". Covers all 2-250 hp, 1-4 cylinder, V4 and V6 models, 2-stroke and 4-stroke
models, includes jet drives.

Islands Business Pacific
In an exhilarating tale of historic adventure, the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of
Confederates in the Attic retraces the voyages of Captain James Cook, the
Yorkshire farm boy who drew the map of the modern world Captain James Cook's
three epic journeys in the 18th century were the last great voyages of discovery.
His ships sailed 150,000 miles, from the Artic to the Antarctic, from Tasmania to
Oregon, from Easter Island to Siberia. When Cook set off for the Pacific in 1768, a
third of the globe remained blank. By the time he died in Hawaii in 1779, the map
of the world was substantially complete. Tony Horwitz vividly recounts Cook's
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voyages and the exotic scenes the captain encountered: tropical orgies, taboo
rituals, cannibal feasts, human sacrifice. He also relives Cook's adventures by
following in the captain's wake to places such as Tahiti, Savage Island, and the
Great Barrier Reef to discover Cook's embattled legacy in the present day. Signing
on as a working crewman aboard a replica of Cook's vessel, Horwitz experiences
the thrill and terror of sailing a tall ship. He also explores Cook the man: an
impoverished farmboy who broke through the barriers of his class and time to
become the greatest navigator in British history. By turns harrowing and hilarious,
insightful and entertaining, BLUE LATITUDES brings to life a man whose voyages
helped create the 'global village' we know today.

Integrated Fisheries Survey Report
Cindy Bentley: Spirit of a Champion celebrates the life of one of Wisconsin's most
inspirational leaders and activists. Born with an intellectual disability as the result
of fetal alcohol syndrome, Cindy Bentley spent much of her childhood at the
Southern Wisconsin Center for the Developmentally Disabled. No one expected her
to learn the skills necessary to live on her own. To everyone's surprise, including
her own, she did that and much more. With the encouragement of a teacher at
Southern Center, Cindy realized she had a deep passion for sports, and the
discipline to train and compete. She began participating in Special Olympics, and
gained confidence as she worked with teammates to earn medals in tennis, track
and field, and even snowshoeing. Chosen as a Global Messenger for the Special
Olympics International in 2000, Cindy has had dinner at the White House with two
different American presidents, traveled around the world, and given speeches in
front of thousands of people. In these pages, young readers will learn what gives
Cindy her champion spirit, and why she gave away some of her gold medals.
Today, Cindy is still competing in Special Olympics. She also continues to advocate
for people with disabilities, and helped to start People First, a statewide
organization that encourages those with disabilities to speak up for their rights.

The Golden Gate Smuggling Company
Wisdom from the ages. Homegrown truths from daily life. Lessons from people who
have lived well. Sentimental journeys through memory. A compilation of aging
research from the past 50 years. Marie Snider's "This Side of 60" column is all this
and more. A writer throughout her life, Snider worked in mental health public
relations for more than 25 years. As she approached retirement, she began
opening herself to new avenues of expression and followed Natalie Goldberg's
advice in Writing Down the Bones to write two pages a day. In 1992, when her
hometown newspaper The Newton Kansan came looking for a columnist to anchor
its new Aging section, she was ready. Just a few months later, Snider began
syndicating the column. At a time when life span was increasing and Boomers were
starting to reach retirement, Snider's message of growth and rejuvenation was well
received. Other newspapers quickly picked up the column. Soon it was reaching
thousands of readers in 75 cities and towns across North America. Over the years,
Snider wrote more than 1,000 columns. Collected in this volume are some
favorites. Bookending the collection are her first column, published March 18,
1992, and her final column, written June 13, 2016.
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Settlement of Lands in Edmonton, Enfield, and Elsewhere
London Goes To Sea is Peter J. Baumgartner's candid and captivating account of
restoring an ageing fibreglass sailing boat over the course of four years and then
introducing it to his native New England waters. His precise records illustrate every
trial and triumph of the restoration process, and his careful attention to errors
made along the way provides crucial insight for anyone considering a similar
project. His writing combines the best elements of a brisk, entertaining narrative
and a thoroughly practical handbook, making for a truly unique story that
embraces every experience of the coastal sailor. His unflagging joy and
enthusiasm for his old Cape Dory shine through on every page.

The Vega Adventures
A Voyage of Consequence
Everything you need to make your next talk a resounding success is right hereeven if you dread the thought of approaching a podium! In Presentation S.O.S.,
renowned communications expert Mark Wiskup gives you a quick, concise, and
(yes!) fun way to confidently sell your ideas to any audience. Packed with unique
tips and featuring nine easy, painless steps that will transform you into a great
presenter, this book shows you how to: Develop a "Power Sound Bite" to grab your
listeners' attention and focus your message. Get the most out of PowerPoint-and
dodge its pitfalls. Avoid seemingly harmless words and expressions that can turn
the audience against you. Finish big with a knock-'em-dead "Power Close." Win the
Q&A battle-learn how to handle even the toughest questions and most difficult
members of your audience. Book jacket.

Helping Fisherfolk to Help Themselves
With a little planning and foresight, refrigeration is absolutely not necessary. In this
book, the author discusses how to store food and make delicious meals without the
use of a refrigerator. From milk and cheese to eggs and meat, the book lays out
ways any boater, hiker, or camper can have home-cooked meals without artificially
freezing or cooling their food. Broken down into handy categories, this reference
guide gives techniques on how to properly wash, store, treat, and cook your food
for maximum flavor and usability. Written by a dedicated sailor whose own skills
were honed on months-long journeys, the tips in this guide can be put to use by
anyone trying to avoid heavy, power-sucking refrigerators. Sailors, campers, and
hikers all could benefit, and the books serves equally well for those in RVs, those
with limited space, and those trying to live off the grid.

Victura
As a leading Confederate general, Braxton Bragg (1817–1876) earned a reputation
for incompetence, for wantonly shooting his own soldiers, and for losing battles.
This public image established him not only as a scapegoat for the South's military
failures but also as the chief whipping boy of the Confederacy. The strongly
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negative opinions of Bragg's contemporaries have continued to color assessments
of the general's military career and character by generations of historians. Rather
than take these assessments at face value, Earl J. Hess's biography offers a much
more balanced account of Bragg, the man and the officer. While Hess analyzes
Bragg's many campaigns and battles, he also emphasizes how his contemporaries
viewed his successes and failures and how these reactions affected Bragg both
personally and professionally. The testimony and opinions of other members of the
Confederate army--including Bragg's superiors, his fellow generals, and his
subordinates--reveal how the general became a symbol for the larger military
failures that undid the Confederacy. By connecting the general's personal life to his
military career, Hess positions Bragg as a figure saddled with unwarranted infamy
and humanizes him as a flawed yet misunderstood figure in Civil War history.

Star Wars Trilogy: Cinestory Comic Boxed Set
Swedish Politics During the 20th Century
Direct from a lead project committer, an introduction and practical guide to Apache
Geronimo, the premiere open source J2EE Server.

The Boat Repair Bible
Ron Holland's memoir follows the trajectory of a small-town lad with a keen sense
of adventure over all the oceans to an undiscovered world of SuperYacht design.
"Just say yes!" Ron never let the fact it had not been done before get in his way.
He started out racing small dinghies and went on to win races at an international
level, sailing his own designs. The autobiographical story of how his combination of
talent and zest for adventure attracted fascinating clients who shared his same
fearlessness when charting unknown territory make this a compelling saga and an
engaging tale of success in a new frontier.

Cruising in Catamarans
Seloc Yamaha Outboards
The greatest small engines in the world are manufactured by Briggs & Stratton.
From the informal partnership Stephen F. Briggs and Harold M. Stratton formed in
1908, Briggs & Stratton has evolved into an industry leader whose name is
synonymous with the lawn mower engines it pioneered. The Legend of Briggs &
Stratton, 208 pages, is filled with 125 color and 145 black & white images
chronicling Briggs & Stratton's fascinating history.

Seloc Johnson/Evinrude Outboards 1958 - 1972 Repair Manuals
Every day, your child encounters math in many different situations. The activities
in Creative Kids Math make learning math fun while also challenging your child to
use math skills in different subject areas. The activities include stories, games,
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science experiments, and crafts! In Creative Kids Math, your first grader will: --¥
Add and subtract 0Ð20. --¥ Work with measurement and shapes. --¥ Graph and
chart scientific observations. --¥ Solve math codes to unlock interesting science
facts. --¥ Create art using shapes and halves and wholes.

Apache Geronimo
The Boat Galley Cookbook: 800 Everyday Recipes and Essential
Tips for Cooking Aboard
A prophetic memoir by the activist who “articulated the intellectual foundations”
(The New Yorker) of the civil rights and women’s rights movements. First published
posthumously in 1987, Pauli Murray’s Song in a Weary Throat was critically lauded,
winning the Robert F. Kennedy Book Award and the Lillian Smith Book Award
among other distinctions. Yet Murray’s name and extraordinary influence receded
from view in the intervening years; now they are once again entering the public
discourse. At last, with the republication of this “beautifully crafted” memoir, Song
in a Weary Throat takes its rightful place among the great civil rights
autobiographies of the twentieth century. In a voice that is energetic, wry, and
direct, Murray tells of a childhood dramatically altered by the sudden loss of her
spirited, hard-working parents. Orphaned at age four, she was sent from Baltimore
to segregated Durham, North Carolina, to live with her unflappable Aunt Pauline,
who, while strict, was liberal-minded in accepting the tomboy Pauli as “my little
boy-girl.” In fact, throughout her life, Murray would struggle with feelings of sexual
“in-betweenness”—she tried unsuccessfully to get her doctors to give her
testosterone—that today we would recognize as a transgendered identity. We then
follow Murray north at the age of seventeen to New York City’s Hunter College, to
her embrace of Gandhi’s Satyagraha—nonviolent resistance—and south again,
where she experienced Jim Crow firsthand. An early Freedom Rider, she was
arrested in 1940, fifteen years before Rosa Parks’ disobedience, for sitting in the
whites-only section of a Virginia bus. Murray’s activism led to relationships with
Thurgood Marshall and Eleanor Roosevelt—who respectfully referred to Murray as
a “firebrand”—and propelled her to a Howard University law degree and a lifelong
fight against "Jane Crow" sexism. We also read Betty Friedan’s enthusiastic
response to Murray’s call for an NAACP for Women—the origins of NOW. Murray
sets these thrilling high-water marks against the backdrop of uncertain finances,
chronic fatigue, and tragic losses both private and public, as Patricia Bell-Scott’s
engaging introduction brings to life. Now, more than thirty years after her death in
1985, Murray—poet, memoirist, lawyer, activist, and Episcopal priest—gains longdeserved recognition through a rediscovered memoir that serves as a “powerful
witness” (Brittney Cooper) to a pivotal era in the American twentieth century.

Math, Grades 1 - 2
Lakeland Boating
No matter what anyone tells you, boat cooking IS different from cooking ashore.
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The space is smaller, there’s no grocery store 5 minutes away, you have fewer
prepared foods and electric appliances, and food storage is much different. Despite
cruising different oceans, we—Jan and Carolyn--both faced the same challenges:
eating well while having time to enjoy all the other great aspects of cruising. We
love to snorkel, swim, kayak, explore—and just sit and admire the view. We
learned with the cookbooks we both had aboard, and wished for information that
wasn't available--like when Jan ended up with a frozen chicken complete with head
and feet and no instructions on how to cut it up. When we couldn't get foods such
as sour cream, English muffins, spaghetti sauce or yogurt, we adapted recipes to
make our own. Other times, we experimented with substituting ingredients--maybe
the result wasn’t identical, but it was still tasty. We ended up with over 150
substitutions and dozens of “make it yourself” options. As we traded recipes and
knowledge with each other, we realized we were compiling information that
became The Boat Galley Cookbook: 800+ recipes made from readily-obtainable
ingredients with hand utensils, including numerous choices to suit every taste: not
just one cake but 20, 16 ways to prepare fish, 10 regional barbeque sauces, and so
on. Step-by-step directions to give even “non-cooks” the confidence they can turn
out tasty meals without prepared foods. Detailed instructions on unfamiliar things
like making yogurt and bread, grilling virtually every food imaginable, preparing
and cooking freshly-caught fish and seafood, cutting up and boning meat, cooking
in a Thermos and baking on the stove top, as well as lots of tips on how to do
things more easily in a tiny, moving kitchen. All this in an easy-to-navigate format
including side tabs on the Contents to help you find your way and extensive cross
reference lists at the end of each chapter. Quick Reference Lists provide idea
starters: suggestions of included recipes for such categories as Mexican, Asian, and
Potluck. The Boat Galley Cookbook is designed to help you every step of the way.
We hope it becomes a trusted reference on your boat, and a source of many
enjoyable meals.

The Jumblies
To truly understand the dynamics and magic of the Kennedy family, one must
understand their passion for sailing and the sea. Many families sail together, but
the Kennedys' relationship with Victura, the 25-foot sloop purchased in 1932,
stands apart. Throughout their brief lives, Joe Jr., Jack, and Bobby spent many
hours racing Victura. Lack of effort in a race by one of his sons could infuriate
Joseph P. Kennedy, and Joe Jr. and Jack ranked among the best collegiate sailors in
New England. Likewise, Eunice emerged as a gifted sailor and fierce competitor,
the equal of any of her brothers. The Kennedys believed that Jack's experience
sailing Victura helped him survive the sinking of his PT boat during World War II. In
the 1950s, glossy Life magazine photos of Jack and Jackie on Victura's bow helped
define the winning Kennedy brand. Jack doodled sketches of Victura during Oval
Office meetings, and it's probable that his love of seafaring played a role in his
1961 decision to put a man on the moon, an enterprise he referred to as
"spacefaring." Ted loved Victura as much as any of his siblings did and, with his
own children and the children of his lost brothers as crew, he sailed into his old
age: past the shoals of an ebbing career, and into his eventual role as the "Lion of
the Senate." In Victura, James W. Graham charts the progress of America's
signature twentieth-century family dynasty in a narrative both stunningly original
and deeply gripping. This true tale of one small sailboat is an invaluable
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contribution to our understanding of the great story of the Kennedys.

Storing Food Without Refrigeration
In Tides: The Science and Spirit of the Ocean, writer, sailor, and surfer Jonathan
White takes readers across the globe to discover the science and spirit of ocean
tides. In the Arctic, White shimmies under the ice with an Inuit elder to hunt for
mussels in the dark cavities left behind at low tide; in China, he races the Silver
Dragon, a twenty-five-foot tidal bore that crashes eighty miles up the Qiantang
River; in France, he interviews the monks that live in the tide-wrapped monastery
of Mont Saint-Michel; in Chile and Scotland, he investigates the growth of tidal
power generation; and in Panama and Venice, he delves into how the threat of sea
level rise is changing human culture—the very old and very new. Tides combines
lyrical prose, colorful adventure travel, and provocative scientific inquiry into the
elemental, mysterious paradox that keeps our planet’s waters in constant motion.
Photographs, scientific figures, line drawings, and sixteen color photos dramatically
illustrate this engaging, expert tour of the tides.

Blue Latitudes
All the Oceans
In 1979, Brett Douglas was a twenty-eight-year-old US Marine Corps veteran
working as a commercial tuna fisherman in California. That year, a young man
named Bruce Perlowin came looking for professional seamen and found a few,
including the author. The fishermen he recruited became a crew that played an
integral part in smuggling more than 250 tons of marijuana that FBI agents
credited to the “Perlowin Conspiracy.” The Golden Gate Smuggling Company
provides a true, behind-the-scenes story of “The Company,” the largest marijuana
smuggling operation in the history of San Francisco. In the early 1980s,
commercial tuna fishermen used long-range tuna boats specially outfitted for the
eight-thousand-mile round-trip between San Francisco and Colombia. Each boat
carried at least 30 million dollars worth of marijuana to the Company’s private pier
in the San Francisco Bay area. Douglas, a fisherman who lived through it all,
narrates this adventure from load number one to the federal courthouse in San
Jose four years later. Through the story of the Company, Douglas chronicles a laidback, Californiastyle drug-smuggling empire that operated free of Hollywood
clichés: no guns, no violence, no dramatic shoot-outs or car chases.

Sailboat Electrical Systems: Improvement, Wiring, and Repair
Don't Be Baffled by Your Electrical System--Handle Repairs and Improvements with
Ease With clear illustrations and simple explanations, Don Casey shows you exactly
how to install wiring . . . make good, safe connections . . . match your battery bank
and alternator to your needs . . . troubleshoot problems quickly . . . avoid shore
power problems . . . and more--all without a lot of technical jargon. "Don Casey's
book provides clear guidance on how to create and maintain a robust electrical
system. Don's lucid explanations and numerous illustrations make what is normally
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mysterious and invisible--electricity--into something the reader is able to
understand with confidence. An excellent addition to the sailor's seagoing library."
--Chuck Hawley

The Wolseley
Are you struggling with what to do with difficult aging parents? Are they stubborn
and refusing help? You are not alone. Millions of adult children face issues when
parents’ health starts to decline and they can’t do things safely anymore. There is
endless information on the internet, much of it confusing and even contradictory
with common sense. Skip the confusion! Now you can get clear, professional,
action-oriented answers to your most vexing legal, health care, and financial
questions about your aging loved ones. Author Carolyn Rosenblatt is an RN and
attorney with over 45 years of combined experience. She is a consultant for
families at AgingParents.com, and her work there informs her writing. Find real
case illustrations and real-life solutions to problems like yours. You’ll find a chapter
on how to have the often uncomfortable money conversation with your aging
parents, how to safely hire a home care worker, what you need to know about
assisted living, how to get your parent to give up driving, how to prevent your
loved ones from being abused and much more. The Family Guide to Aging Parents
gives you the legal and healthcare expertise you need to guide you through the
many difficult decisions you have to make as your parents age.

Rigging
A 72 year old man takes on the South and North Pacific Oceans, sailing solo for 46
months, covering 23,000 nautical miles. Returning nearly blind in one eye and
deteriorating vision in the other. But never regretting his adventure.

The Invention of the Automobile - (Karl Benz and Gottlieb
Daimler)
The Legend of Briggs & Stratton
Learn about cruising catamaran virtues and vices. Read more historical information
and actual facts and figures about production cruising catamarans and the industry
that produces them. Peruse little publicized characteristics that inhibit the potential
performance of these boats. Cruising in Catamarans provides a blueprint for
realistic expectations and contains charts, diagrams and a unique methodology for
assessing various boats. Learn the techniques of cruising catamaran sailing and
handling. Learn when to reef, how to judge leeway; how to anchor light
displacement boats including the techniques of bridling, how to take powerboat
wakes, how to handle twin-screw cats. Learn about what characteristics are best
for safe pleasant voyaging and which ones to shun like the plague.

This Side of 60
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Cruise of the Conrad
As a young boy, rounding a bend in a remote Maine cove, Dave Roper stumbled
upon two mermaids. No one believed him then. No one believes him now. But he
kept watching and wondering: what is imagined and what is real? And while he
watched and wondered during 50 years of waterborne life - as a boy, a teen, an
adult, a father - what he pulled from the sea was not another mermaid, but the
mystery, possibility, romance, joy, fear, and uncertainty that mermaids represent.
Based on real experiences, these 30 stories take you on that journey. Once aboard
you will: Share the fantasy world of a teenage solo cruising sailor as he meets his
biggest challenge: a 22 year old woman. Enter the frenzied mind of a young man
who falls overboard 300 miles from shore at night and looks death in the eye. Push
down a few beers with Big Red, a legendary Mississippi River pilot, and experience
the hard-scrabble world of river life. Climb aboard a 135 foot Mississippi River
sternwheeler headed straight into a tornado, with 300 oblivious wedding guests on
board. Join a young delivery skipper as he takes two very uncertain aspiring
voyagers on world's shortest circumnavigation attempt aboard a floating
Winnebago. Probe deep up a saltwater creek to meet the reclusive King of Yurtdom
and his technology-free world of Mongolian tribal huts. Experience a 50th wedding
anniversary at sea and a coincidence right out of the Twilight Zone. Cheer for an
octogenarian as his grandson kidnaps him from the clutches of a nursing home for
one long last sail on his old wooden sloop. So fill your favorite mug, settle into that
stuffed reading chair, poke the stove a few times, and dive into Dave Roper's new
book, Watching for Mermaids.

Song in a Weary Throat: Memoir of an American Pilgrimage
“ My excuse for writing this book is a desire to ventilate certain facts in relation to
the early work of Karl Benz and Gottlieb Daimler of which the public is largely
ignorant. Among those who have taken the trouble to investigate the early days of
the motor movement, there is a certain amount of controversy as to who invented
the motor vehicle, although this question has not, at the moment, extended to the
general public. Inevitably it will do so, if the prevailing interest increases, in which
event, it is hoped that this book will prove useful, for all the dates and facts, etc.,
have been fully authenticated. There are, however, several to whom I must
express my sincere gratitude for the assistance they have given me. Herr Rudolf
Caracciola, the winner, during the 1935 season of motor racing, of the Grand Prix
of France, Belgium, Switzerland, Spain, and Tripoli, to say nothing of other
triumphs, and therefore the Champion of Europe, has most kindly written a preface
after reading through the manuscript. The Daimler-Benz Aktiengesellschaft of
Germany has been indefatigable in providing me with material in regard to certain
facts connected with the early experiments of both Benz and Daimler. Mr.
Frederick R. Simms, too, has spared no effort to help me with some of the inner
details of Daimler’s engineering career.” ( ST. John C. Nixon - September, 1936)

Tides
Wolseley was one of Britain's leading car manufacturers in vintage days. Its two
early managers, Austin and Siddeley, became famous for their own makes of car
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and Wolseley made a fascinating assortment of products from sledges for Scott of
the Antarctic to Count Schilowsky's two-wheel Gyrocar. Austin and Morris fought
American firms for its ownership in the 1920s, Morris winning eventually in 1927.
The name was used for upmarket versions of first the Morris and then BMC models
of the 1950s, when the cars were widely used by the police.
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